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Abstract A Trace-Finite-Cell-Method for the numerical analysis of thin shells
is presented combining concepts of the TraceFEM and the Finite-Cell-Method.
As an underlying shell model we use the Koiter model, which we re-derive in
strong form based on first principles of continuum mechanics by recasting well-
known relations formulated in local coordinates to a formulation independent
of a parametrization. The field approximation is constructed by restricting
shape functions defined on a structured background grid on the shell surface.
As shape functions we use on a background grid the tensor product of cubic
splines. This yields C1-continuous approximation spaces, which are required by
the governing equations of fourth order. The parametrization-free formulation
allows a natural implementation of the proposed method and manufactured
solutions on arbitrary geometries for code verification. Thus, the implementa-
tion is verified by a convergence analysis where the error is computed with an
exact manufactured solution. Furthermore, benchmark tests are investigated.
Keywords finite element method · implicit geometry · Koiter shell ·
Finite-Cell-Method · TraceFEM
1 Introduction
Due to the superior load-carrying capabilities, the mechanical analysis of shells
is of great interest in engineering. A large literature body exists on the for-
mulation of shell models. We refer to [32,39,9] and references therein for an
overview. In the present paper, we consider the classical Koiter model [30,
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14], which is one of the most popular models for thin shells. The Koiter shell
model has been justified by asymptotic analysis in [15], in the sense of being
a reasonable approximation to the full 3D problem of a thin shell-like body.
Existence and uniqueness results can be found in [10,14].
Classically, for theoretical treatment it is assumed that the shell mid-
surface is represented by a global parametrization. However, for the numerical
treatment typically the mid-surface is approximated by, possibly curved, finite
elements, i.e. represented by a collection of local parametrizations. In contrast
to these representations, we consider the case where the mid-surface is repre-
sented implicitly as the zero-level set of a scalar function φ(x), see Figure 1
for the illustration of some examples. We refer to the review article [21] for an
overview of finite element methods for problems on such surfaces. In the classi-
cal surface finite element method the discretization of the unknown field relies
on the higher order or exact meshing (local parametrization) of the surface
[19,26]. In contrast to this, in the proposed method the discretization of the
displacement field does not rely on parametrizations. Therefore, we provide a
throughout derivation of the governing equations based on first principles of
continuum mechanics independent of a parametrization. This allows a natu-
ral implementation of the method and also the construction of manufactured
solutions for code verification on arbitrary geometries. Equivalent derivations
relying on a parametrization can be found in e.g. [4] and [42]. We remark that
membrane and thin shell formulations without relying on a parametrization
with a mathematical focus can be found in [27,18]. For a treatment from an
engineering perspective we refer to [37,45].
(a) sphere (b) torus (c) cylinder (d) gyroid
Fig. 1 Examples of implicitly defined surfaces. The surfaces are defined by the level-set
functions (a) φ = x2 + y2 + z2 − r2, (b) φ = (x2 + y2 + z2 +R2 − r2)2 − 4R2(x2 + y2), (c)
φ = x2 + y2 − r2 (d) φ = sinx cos y + sin y cos z + sin z cosx
One of the main difficulties in developing finite element methods for thin
shells is the construction of C1-continuous approximation spaces. For general
unstructured meshes it is not possible to ensure C1-continuity with only lo-
cal polynomial shape functions and the nodal degrees of freedom consist of
displacements and slopes only [46]. However, different non-standard triangu-
lar for developed thin plate bending are the Argyris element [3,20], the Bell
element [6] or the Clough-Tocher macrotriangle [17]. A further possibility to
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construct C1-continuous approximation spaces on general space triangulation
relies on sophisticated techniques from subdivision surfaces [16]. However, on
a structured quadrilateral mesh the Bogner-Fox-Schmit element [11] is a sim-
ple conforming element. The constraint of a structured quadrilateral mesh
can be partially overcome by introducing a smooth mapping of the geom-
etry [24]. This idea can be realized in an isoparametric way by the use of
splines for the geometry mapping and for the discretization of the displacement
field [29]. The general difficulty of constructing C1-continuous approximation
spaces led to approaches where the C1-continuity requirement is circumvented.
Among them we mention discrete Kirchhoff elements [5,2] where the Kirch-
hoff constraint is enforced only at discrete points, the use of shear-deformable
(Reissner-Mindlin) shell theory, were only C0-continuity approximation spaces
are required, mixed methods [40,33], continuous/discontinuous Galerkin meth-
ods [23,28] and others.
In the present paper, we combine ideas from unfitted finite element meth-
ods and the Bogner-Fox-Schmit element. Following the idea of the TraceFEM
[35,34] (see also CutFEM [12,13]) the approximation of the displacement field
is constructed by restricting shape functions defined on a background mesh on
the shell surface. In particular, we follow the idea of the Finite-Cell-Method
[38,44] and use a structured grid where the simple tensor product of three
uni-variant cubic spline shape functions leads to a C1-continuous approxima-
tion in 3D (like the Bogner-Fox-Schmit element in 2D). Therefore, the shape
functions for approximation of the displacement field on the shell mid-surface
are C1-continuous. We remark that cut Bogner-Fox-Schmit elements for thin
plates were proposed and analyzed in [1]. Therefore, the proposed method can
be seen as an extension of the work [1] from plates to curved shells.
One challenge in unfitted finite element methods is the efficient integration
on the problem domain [36]. During the preparation of the present paper it
turned out that due to a gowning number of constraints for finer meshes the
strategy developed in [25] is not applicable in the present situation. Therefore,
we have implemented the quadrature strategy developed in [43].
The implementation of the proposed method is verified by a convergence
analysis where the error is computed with an exact manufactured solution.
Furthermore, the capabilities of the method are shown in two standard and
one non-standard benchmark tests.
2 Notation and geometric preliminaries
The underlying assumption in shell analysis is that the computational domain
has a small extension with respect to one coordinate. Thus, we assume that it
is located around a two-dimensional mid-surface Ω which is embedded in R3.
In the present paper we assume that the mid-surface is defined implicitly as
the zero-level set of a function φ : R3 → R inside a cuboid B ⊂ R3,
Ω = {x ∈ B|φ(x) = 0}. (1)
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The boundary of Ω is denoted Γ , the surface normal vector is denoted by ν ,
and the normal vector tangential to the surface on a boundary point is denoted
by µ, see Figure 2. We assume that Ω is regular such that
Fig. 2 Illustration and notation of the geometric setting
∇φ(x) 6= 0, (2)
holds in the neighborhood of Ω, where ∇ denotes the usual gradient of some
scalar-valued function f : R3 → R,
∇f(x) = f,i ei := ∂f(x)
∂xi
ei (3)
with the Cartesian coordinates x = (x1, x2, x3) and the standard Cartesian
orthonormal basis {e1, e2, e3}. Here, and in the following, the Einstein sum-
mation convention applies. Whenever an index occurs once in an upper po-
sition and in a lower position we sum over this index, where Latin indices
i, j, . . . take the values 1, 2, 3 whereas Greek indices α, β, . . . take the values
1, 2. Let T be some tensor space of the form R3 ⊗ · · · ⊗ R3. In the following
we also use the generalization of the gradient for scalar-valued functions (3)
to tensor-valued functions T : R3 → T ,
∇T(x) = T,i ⊗ ei. (4)
2.1 Differential geometry of implicitly defined surfaces
Given a implicit representation (1) of the surface Ω, we can compute the unit
normal vector to the surface by
ν(x) =
∇φ(x)
||∇φ(x)|| , (5)
and are able to define the tangential projector,
P = I− ν ⊗ ν. (6)
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Furthermore, the extended Weingarten map is given by
H = −∇ν ·P = −P · ∇∇φ ·P||∇φ|| , (7)
and the mean curvature H is defined as
H = tr(H) = H : P. (8)
2.2 Differential geometry of parametrized surfaces
We briefly review the differential geometry of parametrized surfaces. For de-
tails we refer to e.g. [14]. Although the mid-surface Ω is assumed to be given
implicitly, at least a local parametric representation is guaranteed to exist
by the implicit function theorem. This justifies to consider parametrizations
gˆ : U ⊂ R2 → Ω with the parameter domain U for theoretical considerations.
Given the parametrization gˆ(θ1, θ2), we can define the two covariant base vec-
tors gˆα :=
∂gˆ
∂θα , which span the tangent plane to Ω. With the base vectors we
can define the unit normal vector
νˆ(θ1, θ2) =
gˆ1(θ
1, θ2)× gˆ2(θ1, θ2)
||gˆ1(θ1, θ2)× gˆ2(θ1, θ2)|| , (9)
and the covariant coefficients of the metric Gˆαβ = gˆα · gˆβ . The contravariant
coefficients of the metric are given by [Gˆαβ ] = [Gˆαβ ]
−1, where [Gˆαβ ] is the
coefficient matrix. The contravariant base vectors can then be computed by
gˆα = Gˆαβgˆβ . The covariant coefficients of the Weingarten map Hˆ = hˆαβ gˆ
α⊗
gˆβ are given by
hˆαβ = −gˆα · νˆ ,β , (10)
and obey the symmetry relation hˆαβ = hˆβα. The mean curvature Hˆ is given
by
Hˆ = hˆαα = hˆαβGˆ
βα. (11)
Furthermore, the derivatives of the base vectors are given by
gˆα,β = Γ
γ
αβgˆγ + hˆαβνˆ ,
gˆα,β = −Γαβγ gˆγ + hˆαβνˆ ,
(12)
with the surface Christoffel symbols of the second kind defined by
Γˆ γαβ = gˆ
γ · gˆα,β . (13)
Remark: In our notion a hat over a quantity refers to a dependency on the
parametric coordinates (θ1, θ2) ∈ U , whereas no hat refers to a dependency
on x ∈ R3.
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2.3 Relations between parameter space and embedding space
The field uˆ(θ1, θ2) defined on the parameter space is related to the field u(x)
defined on the embedding space R3 by
uˆ(θ1, θ2) = u(x) ◦ gˆ(θ1, θ2) = u(gˆ(θ1, θ2)) (14)
By applying the chain rule we find that the first and second derivatives are
related by
uˆ,θ = (∇u ◦ gˆ) · gˆθ, (15)
and
uˆ,θτ = (∇∇u ◦ gˆ) · gˆτ · gˆθ + (∇u ◦ gˆ) · gˆθ,τ
= (∇∇u ◦ gˆ) · gˆτ · gˆθ + (∇u ◦ gˆ) · (Γαθτ gˆα + hθτ ν)
= (∇∇u ◦ gˆ) : (gˆτ ⊗ gˆθ) + (∇u ◦ gˆ) · (Γαθτ gˆα + hθτ ν).
(16)
Furthermore, we have the following relations summarized in the following
lemma.
Lemma 1 The metric tensor Gˆ = Gˆαβ gˆ
α ⊗ gˆβ = gˆα ⊗ gˆα and the projector
P are related by
Gˆ = P ◦ gˆ. (17)
For the Weingarten map we have the relation
Hˆ = H ◦ gˆ. (18)
The proof can be found in Appendix A.
2.4 Surface gradient
The surface gradient of a tensor-valued function represented with respect to
parametric coordinates by the map fˆ : U → T is given by
∇Ω fˆ = fˆ,α ⊗ gˆα. (19)
Lemma 2 For the representation f : R3 → T the surface gradient is given by
∇Ωf = ∇f ·P. (20)
Proof Using the relation between the projector and the metric tensor and (15)
we have
∇Ωf ◦ gˆ = (∇f ◦ gˆ) · (gˆα ⊗ gˆα) = fˆ,α ⊗ gˆα. (21)
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2.5 Surface divergence
We define the surface divergence as the adjoint operator to the surface gradient
[41]. Therefore, on an Riemannian manifold we have in local coordinates
divTˆ =
1√
det Gˆ
(
Tˆ · gˆα
√
det Gˆ
)
,α
, (22)
where we use the notation det Gˆ = det([Gˆαβ ]). The next lemma gives the
simpler representation for the surface divergence in case of a surface embedded
in R3.
Lemma 3 On a surface Ω ⊂ R3 parametrized by gˆ : U → Ω the surface
divergence of a tensor-valued function represented by Tˆ : U → T is given by
divTˆ = Tˆ,α · gˆα +H Tˆ · νˆ . (23)
Furthermore, for the representation T : R3 → T we have
divT = ∇T : P +H T · ν. (24)
The proof can be found in Appendix A.
In the following lemma we collect product rules for the divergence operator.
Lemma 4 Let v ×T be the cross product of a vector v = viei and a second
order tensor T = Tlke
l ⊗ ek defined by
v ×T = viTlk(ei × el)⊗ ek, (25)
and V ·×T the scalar-cross product of two second order tensors V = Vijei⊗ej
and T = Tlke
l ⊗ ek defined by
V ·×T = VijTlk(ej · el)(ei × ek). (26)
Then, the following product rules hold
div(v ×T) = v × div(T) +∇Ωv ·×T>, (27)
div(v ·T) = v · div(T) +∇Ωv : T>. (28)
The proof can be found in Appendix A.
2.6 Integral identities
For further use we introduce the surface divergence theorem for a tensor-valued
function T ∫
Ω
div T dx =
∫
Γ
T ·µ dsx. (29)
Using (28) and (29), the integration by parts formula for a vector v and a
second order tensor T reads∫
Ω
v · divT dx =
∫
Γ
v ·T ·µ dsx −
∫
Ω
∇Ωv : T> dx. (30)
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3 The linear thin shell problem
In this section we derive the governing equations of linear thin shells from first
principles of continuum mechanics. Furthermore, we show the equivalence to
the linear Koiter model formulated as a minimization problem.
3.1 Shell kinematics
The kinematics of the surface Ω is described by the change in metric tensor
and the change in curvature tensor. In the present paper we focus on the linear
theory and use the linearized change in metric tensor γˆ = γˆαβ gˆ
α ⊗ gˆβ and
the linearized change in curvature tensor ρˆ = ρˆαβ gˆ
α ⊗ gˆβ . The respective
covariant components are given by [14,10]
γˆαβ(uˆ) =
1
2
(uˆ,β · gˆα + uˆ,α · gˆβ), (31)
and
ρˆαβ(uˆ) = νˆ ·
(
uˆ,αβ − Γσαβuˆ,σ
)
. (32)
The next lemma establishes the representations for γ = γˆ ◦gˆ−1 and ρ = ρˆ◦gˆ−1.
Lemma 5 For the linearized change in metric tensor we have the represen-
tation
γ(u) =
1
2
P · (∇u + (∇u)>) ·P, (33)
and for the linearized change in curvature tensor we have the representation
ρ(u) = P · (ν · ∇∇u) ·P− (ν · ∇u · ν)H. (34)
The proof can be found in Appendix A.
3.2 Stress and moment tensors
We define the traction vector t(µ) on a cut defined by the boundary normal µ
tangential to the surface. Due to Cauchys theorem we have the representation
t(µ) = σ ·µ, (35)
with the stress tensor σ. We decompose the stress tensor σ in a tangential and
a normal part,
σ = N + ν ⊗ S, (36)
with the tangential stress tensor N = Nαβgα ⊗ gβ and the vector S = Sαgα
related to transverse shear. Analogously, we have a moment vector m(µ) on
the cut defined by µ, which can be expressed as
m(µ) = ν × (M ·µ), (37)
with the tangential moment tensor M.
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3.3 Equilibrium of forces
The equilibrium of forces states that the sum of the resulting force of boundary
traction and the resultant force from the surface loading vanishes,∫
Γ
t dsx +
∫
Ω
b dx = 0. (38)
Applying the surface divergence theorem (29) results in∫
Ω
divσ + b dx = 0. (39)
Due to the fact that Ω is arbitrary the local force equilibrium reads
divσ + b = 0. (40)
3.4 Equilibrium of moments
The equilibrium of moments states that the sum of boundary moments, the
moments of boundary tractions, and the moments due to surface loads van-
ishes, ∫
Γ
m + x× t dsx +
∫
Ω
x× b dx = 0. (41)
The following lemma summarizes the consequences of the equilibrium of mo-
ments.
Lemma 6 For T = Tije
i ⊗ ej let [T]× = Tijei × ej. The equilibrium of
moments is fulfilled if
[−H ·M + N>]× = 0, (42)
and
S = P · div(M). (43)
The proof can be found in Appendix A.
3.5 Constitutive equations
In the present paper we assume linear constitutive equations of the form
M = − t
3
12
E : ρ, (44)
and
N = t E : γ −H ·M. (45)
The fourth order elasticity tensor E is given by
E = λ(P⊗P) + 2µPs, with λ = 4λ¯µ
λ¯+ 2µ
, (46)
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where λ¯ and µ are the Lame´ constants of the elastic material constituting the
shell and Ps the symmetric part of the tangential fourth order identity tensor.
The Lame´ constants are related to the Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s ratio
ν by
λ¯ =
Eν
(1 + ν)(1− 2ν) , µ =
E
2(1 + ν)
. (47)
The constitutive equations can also be write as
N = N¯−H ·M,
M = − t
3
12
(λP trρ + 2µρ),
N¯ = t(λP trγ + 2µγ).
(48)
We remark that with (45) the condition (42) is fulfilled identically.
3.6 Weak form of the governing equations
The weak form of the governing equations is given by
t
∫
Ω
γ(v) : E : γ(u) dx + t
3
12
∫
Ω
ρ(v) : E : ρ(u) dx =
∫
Ω
v · b dx
+
∫
ΓNi
viN
N
i dsx −
∫
ΓNt
∇Ω(ν · v) · t MNt dsx −
∫
ΓNµ
∇Ω(ν · v) ·µ MNµ dsx,
(49)
where v are appropriate test functions, see Appendix B. The boundary con-
ditions which can be prescribed are given by,
u · ei = uDi or ei · (N¯ + ν ⊗ S) ·µ = NNi ,
∇Ω(ν · u) · t = ωt or t ·M ·µ = MNt ,
∇Ω(ν · u) ·µ = ωµ or µ ·M ·µ = MNµ ,
(50)
where uDi is a given displacement in the direction of ei, ωt and ωµ are given
rotations, NNi is a given force in the direction of ei, M
N
t and M
N
µ are given
moments. If u is prescribed on the boundary, the derivative along the boundary
dt(ν ·u) = ∇Ω(ν ·u)·t is also prescribed [4]. Thus, in this case, only the normal
derivative dµ(ν · u) = ∇Ω(ν · u) ·µ can be independently prescribed by ωµ.
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3.7 Equivalence to the Koiter model
In this section the equivalence of the classical linear Koiter model [30,14] and
(49) is outlined. To this end, we define the energy functional
E(v) = 1
2
[∫
Ω
tγ(v) : E : γ(v) + t
3
12
ρ(v) : E : ρ(v) dx
]
−
∫
Ω
b · v dx
−
∫
ΓNi
viN
N
i dsx +
∫
ΓNt
∇Ω(ν · v) · t MNt dsx +
∫
ΓNµ
∇Ω(ν · v) ·µ MNµ dsx.
(51)
Then, the linear Koiter shell model reads: Find u ∈ V such that
E(u) = inf
v∈V
E(v). (52)
Since the variational equations of (51) are the equations given in (49) we have
established the equivalence. Therefore, we conclude that the Koiter model
proposed out of purely mechanical and geometrical intuitions can be derived
from first principles of continuum mechanics.
4 C1-Trace-Finite-Cell-Method
For the discretization of the weak form (49) we propose a C1-continuity version
of the TraceFEM. Following the TraceFEM concept the ansatz space on the
surface is defined as the restriction (trace) of an outer ansatz space defined on
a background mesh. We label the present method also a Finite-Cell method
because we use as a background mesh a Cartesian grid. On this structured grid
we are able to construct C1-continuity shape functions by the tensor product
of univariate cubic Hermite form functions. Locally, they are defined on the
on the unit interval by (see Figure 3)
ϕ1(ξ) = 1 + ξ
2(2ξ − 3),
ϕ2(ξ) = ξ(ξ(ξ − 2) + 1),
ϕ3(ξ) = −ξ2(2ξ − 3),
ϕ4(ξ) = ξ
2(ξ − 1).
(53)
The local functions (53) are pieced together to global C1 shape functions
N i(x) by the standard finite element procedure of relating local degrees of
freedom and global degrees of freedom. The degrees of freedom are the values
and the first derivatives at the vertices of the background grid. Thus, at each
vertex we have 23 = 8 degrees of freedom for the discretization of a scalar
field and 24 degrees of freedom for the vector-valued displacement field. Thus,
on a background cell we have 64 local form functions and 192 local degrees of
freedom for the displacement field. We denote the vector-valued finite element
12 Michael H. Gfrerer
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Fig. 3 Local univariate cubic Hermite form functions
space on the background grid by Vh. Then, the discrete problem is given by:
Find uh ∈ Vh such that
Mh(uh,wh) = fD(wh), (54a)
holds for all wh ∈ Vh and
Kh(uh,vh) = fN (vh), (54b)
holds for all vh with Mh(vh,wh) = 0 for all wh ∈ Vh. The linear and bilinear
forms are given by
Mh(uh,vh) =
∫
ΓDi
vh · uh dsx +
∫
ΓDc
[∇Ω(ν · vh) ·µ][∇Ω(ν · uh) ·µ] dsx,
(55a)
fD(vh) =
∫
ΓDi
vh · uDi dsx +
∫
ΓDc
[∇Ω(ν · vh) ·µ] uDc dsx, (55b)
Kh(uh,vh) = t
∫
Ω
γ(vh) : E : γ(uh) dx + t
3
12
∫
Ω
ρ(vh) : E : ρ(uh) dx, (55c)
fN (vh) =
∫
Ω
vh · b dx +
∫
ΓNi
vh,iN
N
i dsx
−
∫
ΓNt
∇Ω(ν · v) · t MNt dsx −
∫
ΓNµ
∇Ω(ν · v) ·µ MNµ dsx.
(55d)
In (54a) the solution uh gets fixed to prescribed values at the Dirichlet bound-
ary. However, the matrix Mh (and also Kh) is singular by definition because of
two reason. First, in order to avoid further notation, we take wh ∈ Vh resulting
in zero rows and columns, which can be easily identified. Secondly, since we
define the shape functions by restriction of the shape functions defined on the
background mesh, they are not linear independent. In the standard setting of
a fitted finite element method the respective degrees of freedom in (54a) are
easy to identify and can be determined by interpolation. Here, in the case of an
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unfitted method a linear independent basis is not known explicitly in general
and have to be determine. In (54b) the test functions vh are restricted to the
null-space of Mh.
In the discrete method the integrals in (55) are evaluated by quadrature,
which is described in the next section.
4.1 Integral evaluation
In order to evaluate the surface and line integrals in (55) we use the quadrature
schema developed in [43]. Here, we outline only the main ingredients and refer
to [43] for technical details. Following the standard finite element procedure
the integrals are evaluated by summing up background cell (face) contribu-
tions where the shape functions are smooth. The individual contributions are
evaluated by Gaussian quadrature. The main idea from [43] is to subdivide
the background cells (faces) until it is possible to convert the implicitly de-
fined geometry into the graph of an implicitly defined height function. Then,
a recursive algorithm which requires only one-dimensional root finding and
one-dimensional Gaussian quadrature can be set up. In order to chose suitable
height function directions we have to be able to ensure the monotonicity of
the level-set function in that direction. This can be done by showing that the
derivative in that direction is uniform in sign, i.e. place bounds on the values
attainable by the derivative. In contrast to [43] we use interval arithmetic for
this task.
4.2 Solution strategies
In order to solve (54) we consider the three methods,
– Null-space method,
– Penalty method, and
– Lagrange multiplier method.
In the null-space method we first solve
Mhu
D
h = fD, (56)
and compute the null-space of Mh. We denote the null-space basis by Zh. In
a next step the solution u0h of
(Z>h KhZh)u
0
h = Z
>
h (fN −KhuDh ) (57)
is computed. The overall solution is then given by
uh = Zhu
0
h + u
D
h . (58)
In the penalty method we solve a system of linear equations of the form
(Kh + αMh)uh = fN + αfD, (59)
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with the penalty parameter α > 0. In the Lagrange multiplier method we solve
the system of linear equation[
Kh Mh
Mh 0
] [
uh
λh
]
=
[
fN
fD
]
, (60)
with the Lagrange multipliers λh.
4.3 Implementation
The proposed method has been implemented in Matlab. Within the method
the exact level-set function φ(x) is used. For the evaluation of the surface
normal vector (5) and the Weingarten map (7), the first and second order
derivatives of the level-set function are necessary. In the implementation we
use symbolic differentiation of φ(x) to provide these derivatives.
In the present work, we have not used any stabilization term which is
added to the weak form. Therefore, in each system of equations (56), (57), (59)
and (60) the system matrix is singular by definition. One strategy to would
be to add stabilization terms to the bilinear forms (54b) and (54b). We refer
to [34] for an overview of different possibilities. Although such a stabilization
can be designed in such a way that the convergence order of the method is not
been altered, a stabilization decreases the accuracy of the method. Therefore,
a strategy is investigated, where no stabilization is necessary. However, we
have observed in numerical experiments that the Matlab backslash operator
does not give satisfactory results. Due to this reason, we use the direct solver
suitable for under-determined linear equation systems from the SuiteSparse1
project.
5 Numerical results
In this section, numerical results are presented. First, we verify the implemen-
tation of the proposed method against exact manufactured solutions. Secondly,
we demonstrate that the method works by testing it with two benchmark
problems (one cylindrical shell and one spherical shell) of the well-known shell
obstacle course [7]. Finally, in a fourth example, a complex shell geometry is
investigated.
5.1 Verification example
The implementation of the proposed method is verified. We have successfully
run the method on various geometries, displacement fields and boundary con-
dition combinations, but present only the results of two configurations. In all
verification examples we used B = [−0.4, 0.8] × [0, 1] × [−0.3, 1] and a shell
1 http://faculty.cse.tamu.edu/davis/suitesparse.html
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thickness t = 0.25. The material parameters are E = 10 and ν = 0.4. The
considered geometries are defined by the zero level-set of the functions
φ1(x, y, z) = x+ z − 0.7, (61a)
φ2(x, y, z) = 4x
2 + 0.25y2 + z2 − 0.7, (61b)
and are illustrated in Figure 4. The level-set function (61a) implies a flat
(a) φ1(x, y, z) = x+ z − 0.7 (b) φ2(x, y, z) = 4x2 + 0.25y2 + z2 −
0.7
Fig. 4 Problem geometries of the verification
geometry, whereas (61b) implies a surface with varying curvature.
As manufactured solutions we consider the two displacement fields
uex1 (x, y, z) = x
3ex + y x
3ey + (xzy
2 + x(x− 1)y(y − 1))ez, (62a)
uex2 (x, y, z) = sin(16y) cos(16x z)ex + cos(16x y z)ey + 2 sin(16x y z)ez.
(62b)
Using (40), we compute symbolically the necessary surface force b such that
(62) is the respective exact solution of the shell problem. The displacement
field u1 is chosen as a third order polynomial such that the solution can be rep-
resented exactly in the discrete space, whereas u2 can only be approximated.
In the following, we study the behavior of the error
e =
√∫
Ω
(uh − uex)2 dx∫
Ω
(uex)2 dx
(63)
under uniform mesh refinement for the three different solution methods given
in Section 4.2. Furthermore, for comparison, we also consider the Hermite
interpolation uinth of the solution on the background grid and the surface L2-
projection: Find uL2h ∈ Vh such that∫
Ω
(uex − uL2h )2 dx → min. (64)
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We remark that the Hermite interpolation and the L2-projection are only
possible if the solution is known, and is thus only computed for the verification
examples in this section. Furthermore, all solutions apart from the Hermite
interpolation require the solution of a system of linear equations.
The numerical results for the flat plate defined in (61a) are visualized in
Figures 5 and 6. The refinement level 0 refers to a single background cell. In
Figure 5 the errors obtained by the penalty method are given for different
refinement levels and penalty factors. We remark that for this flat geometry
(a) displacement u1 (b) displacement u2
Fig. 5 Errors for different penalty factors on the geometry induced by φ1
the numerical integration is exact up to round of errors. Therefore, for u1
the sources for errors are the error due to the imposition of the boundary
conditions by the penalty method (depending on the penalty factor) and round
off errors in the numerical computations. As expected the errors decrease with
increasing penalty parameter up to a point where the ill-conditioning of the
linear system dominates the error. Since u2 can not be represented exactly in
the discrete space an approximation error limits the overall error. In Figure 6
the results for the different solution methods are given. For the penalty method
we used the lowest errors of the results shown in Figure 5. As no system of
equation has to be solved for the interpolation on the background grid (volume
interpolation) the error is around 10−16 for u1 for all refinement levels. In
contrast to this the other results require the solution of a system of equations
and therefore the errors are between 10−8 and 10−4 due to round off errors.
For u2 we observe the convergence of all methods with optimal rate. Here,
by definition the L2-projection gives the lowest error, whereas the Hermite
interpolation results in the highest error for a fixed refinement level (apart
from level 5, where the error due to ill-conditioning of the system of equations
dominates).
The numerical results for the part of the ellipse defined in (61b) are vi-
sualized in Figures 7 and 8. In Figure 7 the results of the penalty method
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Fig. 6 Results for φ1 and u1 (left) and u2 (right)
(a) displacement u1 (b) displacement u2
Fig. 7 Errors for different penalty factors on the geometry induced by φ2
for different penalty parameters are given. In contrast to the flat geometry,
now the numerical integration is not exact, yielding an additional error, which
dominates for the three coarsest levels.
In Figure 8 the errors for the three different solution methods, the Her-
mite interpolation and the L2-projection are visualized. Again, for the penalty
method we used the lowest errors of the results shown in Figure 7. Similar
as before, for the displacement field u1 the volume interpolation gives errors
around 10−16, whereas for the other solutions the errors are between 10−7 and
10−2 due to round off errors. For displacement field u2 we observe the conver-
gence of all methods. However, due to round off errors the accuracy is limited.
Nevertheless, we remark that an relative error level of about 10−5 is more than
sufficient for practical problems. This can also be seen from the visualizations
of the solutions obtained with the null-space method for u1 in Figure 9 and
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Fig. 8 Results for φ2 and u1 (left) and u2 (right)
for u2 in Figure 10. For the fine levels no difference in the solutions can be
seen by eye.
(a) level 0 (b) level 1 (c) level 2
(d) level 3 (e) level 4 (f) level 5
Fig. 9 Visualization of the displacement results for φ2 and u1
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(a) level 0 (b) level 1 (c) level 2
(d) level 3 (e) level 4 (f) level 5
Fig. 10 Visualization of the displacement results for φ2 and u2
5.2 Scordelis-Lo roof
We consider the classical Scordelis-Lo roof problem, which is one example
from the shell obstacle course [7]. It is a popular benchmark test to assess
the performance of finite elements regarding complex membrane strain states.
The cylindrical roof (radius r = 25) is supported by rigid diaphragms at the
ends (x = 0 and x = 50), i.e.uy = uz = 0. The straight edges are free.
The geometry and the material parameters are depicted in Figure 11. The
structure is subjected to gravity loading with b = −90 ez. We describe the
problem geometry by
φ(x, y, z) = y2 + z2 − r2, (65)
and B = [0, 50]× [−r sin( 40180pi), r sin( 40180pi)]× [10, 31.25].
We study the vertical displacement of point A, which is located in the
middle of one free edge. As a reference solution we use the overkill solution
uAz = −0.3006 from [8] obtained by an isogeometric formulation using fifth-
order NURBS and a mesh of 48 control points in each direction. The results for
different meshes obtained with the presented methods are given in Table 1and
the deformed geometry is depicteed in Figure 12. We observe that the null-
space method and the penalty method are able to reproduce the reference
displacement found in literature accurately. However, the results obtained by
the Lagrange multiplier method show some instability of the method. The
investigation of the origin of these instabilities is topic of further research.
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E = 4.32 · 108
ν = 0
R = 25
L = 50
t = 0.25
Fig. 11 Problem description of the Scordelis-Lo roof problem
Fig. 12 Deformed configuration of the Scordelis-Lo roof (displacements scaled by a factor
of 10)
5.3 Pinched hemisphere
In this example, we consider the pinched hemisphere problem from the shell
obstacle course in [7]. We describe the spherical mid-surface by
φ(x, y, z) = x2 + y2 + z2 −R2, (66)
with R = 10 and B = [−12.5, 12.5] × [−12.5, 12.5] × [0, 12.5]. The material
properties and the general problem setup are shown in Figure 13. The edge
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Table 1 Vertical displacements of the Scordelis-Lo roof at point A. Refernece: uAz =
−0.3006.
ref. level null-space Lagrange mulitplier penalty method
0 -0.43746 -0.47767 -0.29660
1 -0.30214 -0.30239 -0.30214
2 -0.30065 -0.16734 -0.30065
3 -0.30060 -0.30059 -0.30060
4 -0.30059 -0.30063 -0.30059
5 -0.30059 -0.31847 -0.30060
E = 6.825 · 107
ν = 0.3
R = 10
t = 0.04
F = 2
Fig. 13 Problem description of the pinched hemisphere problem
ref. level null-space Lagrange mulitplier penalty method
0 0.04490 0.04490 0.04490
1 0.08989 0.08989 0.08990
2 0.09222 0.09222 0.09222
3 0.09239 0.09239 0.09239
4 0.09241 0.09241 0.09240
5 0.09241 0.09241 0.09241
Table 2 Displacements of the pinched hemisphere at one loading point. Refernece: ur =
0.0924.
of the hemisphere is unconstrained and the four radial forces have alternating
signs such that the sum of the applied forces is zero. We investigate the radial
displacement at the loaded points. In [7], the reference displacement of ur =
0.0924 is given. The results obtained by the presented methods are given in
Table 2 and the deformed configuration is depicted in Figure 14. We observe
that here all three methods give nearly the same results. The values obtained
for the finest levels are in very good agreement with the reference value found
in literature.
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Fig. 14 Deformed configuration of the pinched hemisphere (displacements scaled by a factor
of 40)
5.4 Gyroid
In this example, we consider the deformation of a shell structure with a com-
plex geometry. The mid-surface is part of a gyroid which is given by the level-
set function
φ(x, y, z) = sin(pix) cos(piy) + sin(piy) cos(piz) + sin(piz) cos(pix). (67)
The considered shell lies in the cuboid B = [0, 2]× [−0.5, 0.5]× [−0.5, 0.5].
The geometry and the material parameters are depicted in Figure 15. The
shell structure is clamped at the boundary curve which is in the plane x = 0.
We assume a thickness t = 0.03. We study the vertical deflection due to a
volume load b = −107ez at the point [2, 0.5,−0.25]. The deformed geometry
is depicted in Figure 16. The results of the proposed methods are summarized
in Table 3. We observe that the results obtained by the null-space method and
the penalty method are nearly the same and that they are in good agreement
with the reference displacement uz = −1.8812 given in [26]. We remark that
the reference solution was obtained for a seven-parameter shell model includ-
ing more physical effects and thus leading to a slightly larger displacement.
Therefore, the deviation in the deflection is acceptable. However, the results
obtained by the Lagrange multiplier method are incorrect. This issue should
be further investigated in future work.
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E = 7 · 1010
ν = 0.3
t = 0.03
Fig. 15 Geometry of the gyroid problem. The structure is clamped at the gray plane.
Fig. 16 Deformed configuration of the gyroid
Table 3 Displacements uz of the gyroid at the point [2,0.5,-0.25].
ref. level null-space Lagrange mulitplier penalty method
0 -0.24147 -0.54289 -0.31639
1 -1.70309 -2.05171 -1.71521
2 -1.80865 -2.40048 -1.80900
3 -1.80891 -2.61238 -1.80925
4 -1.80905 3.77214 -1.80318
6 Conclusions
We have developed a C1-continuous finite element method for thin shells with
mid-surface given as the zero level-set of a scalar function. In order to achieve
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the continuity of the discretization, concepts of the TraceFEM and the Finite-
Cell-Method are combined. In particular the shape functions on the shell sur-
face are obtained by restriction of tensor-product cubic Hermite splines on a
structured background mesh. In order to allow a natural implementation, the
underlying shell model is formulated in a parametrization-free way. Further-
more, the strong form of the governing equations are given. This allows to
obtain manufactured solutions on arbitrary geometries. Thus, the implemen-
tation of the proposed method is verified by a convergence analysis where the
error is computed with an exact manufactured solution.
In the present method, the shape functions on the shell surface are lin-
early dependent. In order to avoid a singular system matrix, a stabilization
term can be used. In the presented method such a stabilization is avoided.
However, it is necessary to use the direct solver suitable for under-determined
linear equation systems from the SuiteSparse project. We investigated three
strategies to include the boundary conditions. These are the penalty method,
the Lagrange multiplier method, and the null-space method. In the numerical
experiments we have observed that the penalty method and the null-space
method give reliable results. However, the Lagrange multiplier method suffers
from instabilities in some examples, which should be further investigated. In
future work, it would be also interesting to use iterative solvers in contrast to
the used direct solver.
In contrast to thin shells, for Reissner-Mindlin shells only C0-continuous
shape functions are commonly used. In order to avoid transverse shear locking,
in [31,22] an hierarchic concept of shell models is presented. This approach has
the advantage that transverse shear locking is eliminated on the continuous
formulation level, independent of a particular discretization, but requires C1-
continuous shape functions. An extension of the present work to Mindlin-
Reissner shells with implicitly defined mid-surface seems possible and would
be worth to investigate.
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A Proofs
Proof (Proof of Lemma 1) It is sufficient to show that the application of the operators Gˆ
and P ◦ gˆ = I− νˆ ⊗ νˆ to a basis (gˆl, νˆ) gives the same result,
G · gˆl = gˆl,
(P ◦ gˆ) · gˆl = gˆl,
G · ν = 0,
(P ◦ gˆ) · ν = 0.
Furthermore, direct calculation shows
H ◦ gˆ = −(∇ν ·P) ◦ gˆ = −(∇ν ◦ gˆ) · gˆα ⊗ gˆα = −νˆ ,α ⊗ gˆα = Hˆ.
Proof (Proof of Lemma 3) First we establish the relation√
det Gˆ,γ =
√
det Gˆ Γˆαγα, (68)
Following [14, Theorem 4.4-4], we have√
det(Gˆ) = det(gˆ1, gˆ2, νˆ) (69)
and the sought relation follows by(√
det(Gˆ)
)
,α
= det(gˆ1,α, gˆ2, νˆ) + det(gˆ1, gˆ2,α, νˆ) + det(gˆ1, gˆ2, νˆ ,α)
= det(Γˆϕ1αgˆϕ + hˆα1νˆ , gˆ2, νˆ) + det(gˆ1, Γˆ
ϕ
2αgˆϕ + hˆα2νˆ , νˆ)
+ det(gˆ1, gˆ2,−hˆϕαgˆϕ)
= (Γˆ 11α + Γˆ
2
2α) det(gˆ1, gˆ2, νˆ)
= Γˆββα
√
det(Gˆ).
(70)
With (12), we obtain(
gˆα
√
det(Gˆ)
)
,α
= gˆα,α
√
det(Gˆ) + gˆα
(√
det(Gˆ)
)
,α
= (−Γααγ gˆγ + hˆαανˆ)
√
det(Gˆ) + gˆαΓˆββα
√
det(Gˆ)
= Hνˆ
√
det(Gˆ).
(71)
Therefore, the first part of the lemma follows
divTˆ =
1√
det Gˆ
(
Tˆ · gˆα
√
det Gˆ
)
,α
= Tˆ,α · gˆα +
(
gˆα
√
det(Gˆ)
)
,α√
det(Gˆ)
= Tˆ,α · gˆα +H Tˆ · νˆ .
(72)
The second part of the lemma can be shown by direct calculation,
(divT) ◦ gˆ = (∇T ◦ gˆ) : (gˆα ⊗ gˆα) +HTˆ · νˆ
= ((∇T ◦ gˆ) · gˆα) · gˆα +HTˆ · νˆ
= Tˆ,α · gˆα +HT · ν = divTˆ.
(73)
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Proof (Proof of Lemma 4) The lemma can be shown by the direct calculations
div(v ×T) = ∇Ω(v ×T) : P+Hv ×T · ν
= [(v ×T),i ⊗ ei ·P] : P+Hv ×T · ν
= [(v,i ×T+ v ×T,i)⊗ ei ·P] : P+Hv ×T · ν
= (−T> × v,i ⊗ ei ·P+ v ×∇ΩT) : P+Hv ×T · ν
= ∇Ωv ·×T> + v × divT,
(74)
and
div(v ·T) = ∇Ω(v ·T) : P+Hv ·T · ν
= [(v ·T),i ⊗ ei ·P] : P+Hv ·T · ν
= [(v,i ·T+ v ·T,i)⊗ ei ·P] : P+Hv ·T · ν
= (T> · v,i ⊗ ei ·P+ v · ∇ΩT) : P+Hv ·T · ν
= ∇Ωv : T> + v · divT.
(75)
Proof (Proof of Lemma 5) For the proof we use the relations (15) and (16). Direct calcula-
tion yields for the linearized change in metric tensor
γ ◦ gˆ =
[
1
2
P · (∇u+ (∇u)>) ·P
]
◦ gˆ
=
1
2
(gˆα ⊗ gˆα) · (∇u ◦ gˆ + (∇u)> ◦ gˆ) · (gˆβ ⊗ gˆβ)
=
1
2
(u,β · gˆα + u,α · gˆβ)gˆα ⊗ gˆβ = γˆ ,
(76)
and for the linearized change in curvature tensor
ρ ◦ gˆ = [P · (ν · ∇∇u) ·P− (ν · ∇u · ν)H] ◦ gˆ
= (gˆα ⊗ gˆα) · (νˆ · ∇∇u ◦ gˆ) · (gˆβ ⊗ gˆβ) + νˆ · (∇u ◦ gˆ) · νˆhαβ(gˆα ⊗ gˆβ)
= νˆ · u,αβ gˆα ⊗ gˆβ − νˆ · (∇u ◦ gˆ) · (Γ γαβ gˆγ + hαβ νˆ)gˆα ⊗ gˆβ
+ νˆ · (∇u ◦ gˆ) · νˆ hαβ(gˆα ⊗ gˆβ)
= νˆ · (u,αβ − Γ γαβu,γ)gˆα ⊗ gˆβ = ρˆ.
(77)
Proof (Proof of Lemma 6) Applying the surface divergence theorem yields∫
Ω
div(ν ×M) + div(x× σ) + x× b dx = 0. (78)
Using the divergence product rule (27) results in∫
Ω
ν × div(M) +∇Ων ·×M> + x× divσ +∇Ωx ·×σ> + x× b dx = 0. (79)
With (40), and ∇Ωx = P we have∫
Ω
ν × div(M) +∇Ων ·×M> +P ·×σ> dx = 0. (80)
Due to the definition of the stress tensor (36) we have σT = NT + S⊗ ν and it follows
P ·×σ> = (gα ⊗ gα) ·×(NT + S⊗ ν)
= (gα ⊗ gα) ·×(Nβγgγ ⊗ gβ + Sγgγ ⊗ ν)
= Nβα(gα × gβ) + S× ν
= [N>]× + S× ν,
(81)
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and furthermore
∇Ων ·×M> = (ν ,α ⊗ gα) ·×(Mβγgβ ⊗ gγ)
= −(hϕαgϕ ⊗ gα) ·×(Mβγgβ ⊗ gγ)
= −hϕβMβγgϕ × gγ
= [−H ·M]×.
(82)
Thus, ∫
Ω
ν × div(M) +∇Ων ·×M> +P ·×σ> dx
=
∫
Ω
ν × (div(M)− S) + [−H ·M+N>]× dx = 0.
(83)
From (83) we deduce the sought conditions
[−H ·M+N>]× = 0, (84)
and
S = P · div(M). (85)
B Derivation of the weak form
In this section the weak form of the governing equations is derived. To this end, we multiply
(40) with a test function v ∈ V0 and integrate over the shell surface,
−
∫
Ω
v · divσ dx =
∫
Ω
v · b dx. (86)
Here, the function space of the test functions is
V0 = {η : Ω → R3 |γ(η) ∈ L2(Ω,R3), ρ(η) ∈ L2(Ω,R3),
η · ei = 0 on ΓDi , ∇Ω(ν · η) ·µ = 0 on ΓDc},
(87)
where ΓDi , ΓDt , and ΓDµ denote Dirichlet boundaries. On ΓDi the displacement in direc-
tion ei is restrained and on ΓDt and ΓDµ the rotation of the shell around the boundary
tangent vector and the boundary normal vector is restrained respectively. The corresponding
Neumann boundaries are given by ΓNi = Γ \ ΓDi , ΓNt = Γ \ ΓDt , and ΓNµ = Γ \ ΓDµ .
Integration by parts of the term on the left side yields∫
Ω
∇Ωv · σ> dx =
∫
Γ
v · σ ·µ dsx +
∫
Ω
v · b dx. (88)
We have σ> = N> + S⊗ ν and obtain∫
Ω
∇Ωv ·N> dx+
∫
Ω
(ν · ∇Ωv) · S dx =
∫
Γ
v · σ ·µ dsx +
∫
Ω
v · b dx. (89)
Using (43) and integration by parts of the second term on the left yields∫
Ω
(ν · ∇Ωv) · S dx =
∫
Γ
(ν · ∇Ωv) ·M ·µ dsx −
∫
Ω
∇Ω(ν · ∇Ωv) : M dx. (90)
Due to (48) we obtain the relation∫
Ω
∇Ωv : N> dx =
∫
Ω
∇Ωv : N¯ dx−
∫
Ω
∇Ωv : (M ·H) dx
=
∫
Ω
γ(v) : E : γ(u) dx−
∫
Ω
(H · ∇Ωv) : M dx.
(91)
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Furthermore, we have
− [H · ∇Ωv +∇Ω(ν · ∇Ωv)] : M = −ρ(v) : M, (92)
and ∫
Γ
(ν · ∇Ωv) ·M ·µ dsx −
∫
Γ
v · (H ·M) ·µ dsx =
∫
Γ
∇Ω(ν · v) ·M ·µ dsx. (93)
Therefore, by using (91), (92), and (93) we obtain from (86) the final weak form
t
∫
Ω
γ(v) : E : γ(u) dx+ t
3
12
∫
Ω
ρ(v) : E : ρ(u) dx =
∫
Ω
v · b dx
+
∫
ΓNi
viN
N
i dsx −
∫
ΓNt
∇Ω(ν · v) · tMNt dsx −
∫
ΓNµ
∇Ω(ν · v) ·µ MNµ dsx.
(94)
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